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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a quality evaluation of three point cloud coding solu-
tions based on machine learning technology is presented, notably,
ADLPCC, PCC_GEO_CNN, and PCGC, as well as LUT_SR, which
uses multi-resolution Look-Up Tables. Moreover, the MPEG G-PCC
was used as an anchor. A set of six point clouds, representing both
landscapes and objects were coded using the five encoders at differ-
ent bit rates, and a subjective test, where the distorted and reference
point clouds were rotated in a video sequence side by side, is carried
out to assess their performance. Furthermore, the performance of
point cloud objective quality metrics that usually provide a good
representation of the coded content is analyzed against the subjec-
tive evaluation results. The obtained results suggest that some of
these metrics fail to provide a good representation of the perceived
quality, and thus are not suitable to evaluate some distortions cre-
ated by machine learning-based solutions. A comparison between
the analyzed metrics and the type of represented scene or codec is
also presented.

CCS CONCEPTS
• HCI design and evaluation methods; • Visualization design
and evaluation methods;
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the modern world, the need for 3D data formats is increasing for
multiple applications notably virtual, augmented and mixed reality,
computer graphics, gaming, 3D printing, construction, manufactur-
ing, robotics, automation, medical applications, cultural heritage,
remote sensing and geographical information systems, and also
consumer and retail. This applications might strongly benefit from
reliable point cloud technology, increasing its effectiveness, and
improving the quality and user experiences. The models of data
representation, notably models for point clouds representation and
associated quality will play an important role, as 3D content usually
leads to huge amounts of information.

Point cloud technology has emerged as a popular method for
data representation. It consists in a set of Cartesian coordinates
(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧), containing a list of attributes associated with each element,
such as RGB components, reflectance, physical sensor information
or normal vectors. Point clouds allow accurate representation of
objects or scenes, from any viewing position or distance, thus mak-
ing them a very powerful representation model, extremely useful
in VR/AR scenarios, environment mapping for autonomous driving
and urban and landscape mapping. An accurate point cloud of a city,
building or artefact can contain several millions of points, each with
one or more associated attributes. Considering this, point cloud
compression solutions are needed, in order to efficiently compress
and decompress this type of data. MPEG developed two powerful
coding solutions, notably the Video-based Point Cloud Compression
(V-PCC) [53] and the Geometry-based Point Cloud Compression
(G-PCC) [30]. A quality study of these two codecs is provided in
[35]. Google developed DRACO [14] for meshes and point cloud
representation. Point clouds are coded without losses, although
Draco has means to point cloud resolution control, and it can not
compete with the MPEG codecs in terms of quality vs bit rate [37].

In recent years, machine learning-based coding solutions have
emerged as effectivemodels to encode point clouds [15–17, 39], after
revealing to be high performing architectures for image coding.

Multiscale Point Cloud Geometry Compression was proposed
in [51, 52] using a Minkowski Engine [10] for sparse convolutions.
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In [40, 41], the Deep Point Cloud Geometry Compression was pre-
sented. Adaptive Deep Learning Point Cloud Compression was
presented in [17] and LUT_SR was proposed in [12], as a post pro-
cessing step for G-PCC. In [43] a point cloud lossy attribute auto
encoder is proposed, directly encoding and decoding attributes with
the help of geometry.

Up to our knowledge, the quality evaluation of these coding
solutions is based on objective metrics. These metrics are even
likely to be used in the cost functions used for the training of the
coding solution. Moreover, the type of errors caused by the machine
learning solutions tends to be quite different of the caused by the
common codecs, as typically machine learning based codecs tend to
create holes in the point clouds surface. Because of that, a suitable
subjective evaluation that compares different machine learning
based coding solutions of point clouds is of upmost importance, as
it will provide a reliable comparison between different solutions,
and will provide a reliable benchmarking for different point cloud
quality metrics.

In this work, a quality evaluation of three machine learning-
based coding solutions is presented, notably, Adaptive Deep Learn-
ing Point Cloud Coding (ADLPCC) [17], Multiscale Point Cloud
Geometry Compression (PCGC) [51], Deep Point Cloud Geome-
try Compression (PCC_GEO_CNN) [40]. Another recent solution,
which uses Look-Up Tables built on geometric similarities across
scales to resolve low resolution point clouds (LUT_SR) [12] was
evaluated. Finally, the MPEG G-PCC [30] was used as benchmark-
ing anchor.

Unlike most of previous studies that only study the quality of
small objects, point cloud representatives of landscapes were also
included in this paper. Furthermore, the current evaluationmaps the
color attributes in the coded point cloud. This is needed because the
tested codecs only encode geometry. However, the texture created
by color attributes plays an important role in the perceived quality.

Point cloud quality evaluation methodologies were several times
studied. In [6] geometry only point clouds are considered and qual-
ity models are established. Compression artifacts using prior encod-
ing schemes are evaluated in [11, 24, 34]. Current efforts account for
a wider range of high-performing codecs, such as the ones reported
in [7, 35, 44]. In [35] a subjective quality evaluation using MPEG
Point Cloud codecs is presented. This work also considers a set
of point cloud metrics, concluding that point to point and point
to plane metrics [47] are the best performing ones, and provide a
good representation of the subjective evaluation. In [6], a subjective
evaluation was conducted in which point clouds were coded with
octree based compression, and displayed with Screened Poisson
surface reconstruction. In [11], a set of point clouds were coded
using octree-pruning and a projection based method, with three
levels of degradation. The models were displayed using point sizes
large enough to ensure a visualisation of watertight surfaces. In
[36], crowd sourcing was employed in subjective evaluation. The
participants were given the option of downloading the subjective
experiment content, or to access an online server and conduct the
evaluation on a web browser. The two types of subjective evaluation
reveal a very high level of statistical similarity. In [3], a subjective
evaluation using AR is proposed, whereas in [45], a VR environment
is used to evaluate point clouds. In [5], a point cloud toolbox was
created, in order to aid subjective testing in such environment. In

[31], users represent by 3D point clouds were able to interact with
a virtual room. In [54], different resolutions and noise types were
considered in a VR subjective evaluation. In [22], an evaluation on
point cloud denoising algorithms is proposed. In [38], a subjective
quality evaluation is conducted in a 3D environment. The results
were compared to a previous study using 2D displays, and revealed
that there were no statistical differences between the results. Addi-
tionally, objective quality evaluation aims to propose algorithms
which can accurately predict the visual quality of content repre-
sentations. Having access to algorithms that can accurately predict
the quality of coded contents it’s incredibly valuable as they will
allow reliable quality estimation without the need of subjective
quality evaluations or to easily setup codecs for improved quality
of experience. Additionally, the benchmarking of these solutions
is facilitated by using the best objective quality metrics, replacing
the need to conduct subjective quality evaluations. In [29], a data-
base for point cloud quality assessment is proposed together with
a subjective evaluation.

Objective quality metrics can be divided in image-based and
model based [27]. The first exploits high-performing solutions, ap-
plied afterwards on the selected representative views of the model,
while the second one relies on geometric error, curvature or statis-
tics measures [26], among others. The most common model-based
approaches mainly assess geometry and rely on Euclidean distances,
or projected errors along normal vectors [48]. In [1], an algorithm
based on local surface approximations was proposed and in [2],
an algorithm based on geometry normals, curvature statistics and
color was introduced. In [32], color errors based on MSE and PSNR
are applied on either RGB or YCbCr color space. In [50], histograms,
representing color statistics are used to predict texture distortion
of point cloud contents. A broad study of objective quality metrics
was conducted in [28]

In the following section, a short description of the tested codecs is
presented. In section 3, data preparation is described. The subjective
and objective quality evaluation are described in section 4 and 5,
respectively, along with a discussion of the obtained results.

2 CODEC DESCRIPTION
In this section, the codecs considered for this study are shortly
described.

2.1 Adaptive Deep Learning Point Cloud Coding
The Adaptive Deep Learning Point Cloud Coding (ADLPCC) [17]
initialially creates a partition of the point cloud into regular-sized
3D blocks, which are encoded and reconstructed separately by
several models. The common architecture of the encoding models
consists of an autoencoder (AE) and a variational autoencoder
(VAE), each with three convolutional layers for encoding and three
for reconstruction, with sigmoid and ReLU activations, respectively.
The resulting latent representations of the AE and VAE are both
entropy coded.

Each coding model is evaluated on a given block using objective
PC distortion metrics and bit rate measurements. The point cloud
decoding uses the decoding counterparts of the selected model for
a given block, before being reconverted into 3D coordinates and
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merging. ADLPCC uses a loss function that takes into account both
the distortion (𝐷) and the block coding rate (𝑅), according to:

𝐽 = 𝐷 + _𝑅 (1)

Varying the hyperparameter _ allows to obtain different rate-
distortion trade-offs. The block distortion in measured using a
focal binary cross-entropy function (Eq. 2), which incorporates
two training hyperparameters 𝛼 and 𝛾 to adapt to block sparsity
characteristics.

𝐹𝐿(𝑣,𝑢) =
{
−𝛼 (1 − 𝑣)𝛾 log(𝑣) 𝑢 = 1
−(1 − 𝛼)𝑣𝛾 log(1 − 𝑣) 𝑢 = 0

(2)

In Eq. 2, 𝑢 and 𝑣 refer to the original voxel occupancy binary
value and the reconstructed voxel probability, respectively.

2.2 Multiscale Point Cloud Geometry
Compression

The Multiscale Point Cloud Geometry Compression (PCGC) model
[51] performs block-wise multiresolution encoding. Each encod-
ing module consists of two simple convolutional layers for down-
scaling, followed by three residual feature extraction blocks, each
containing three instances of the Inception Residual Network [46].
The downsampling is performed three times, resulting in different
representations (X’, X”, and Y). At the bottleneck, the geometry co-
ordinates (CY) and feature attributes (FY) of the latter are encoded,
using the octree codec [30] and entropy coding, respectively. The
decoding branch mirrors the encoding part, with the decoded C and
F components as input, and includes a hierarchical classification at
each scale.

2.3 Deep Point Cloud Geometry Compression
Deep Point Cloud Geometry Compression (PCC_GEO_CNN) [40]
aims at reducing the blocking effect introduced by other deep
learning-based codecs, by taking the original point cloud as input.
PCC_GEO_CNN learns an encoding function from three sequential
convolutional layers. While the first two layers use ReLU activa-
tion, the latent representation from the third layer (𝑦 = 𝑓𝑎 (𝑥)) is
quantized 𝑦 = 𝑄 (𝑦), using element-wise integer rounding. 𝑦 is com-
pressed through range coding and the Deflate algorithm, which is
a combination of LZ77 and Huffman coding [20] with shape infor-
mation on the reference cloud 𝑥 and latent representation 𝑦 added
before compression.

The decoding function (𝑓𝑠 ) mirrors 𝑓𝑎 , with three transposed
convolutional layers, all using a ReLU activation function. The last
layer has only 1 filter and its output is converted into the distorted
point cloud (𝑥 ) using element-wise minimum, maximum and round-
ing functions. The global loss function is similar to Eq. 1, but with
the _ parameter associated to the distortion. The distortion is, in
turn, computed using the focal loss defined in Eq. 3, to compensate
the larger number of empty voxels:

𝐹𝐿(𝑝𝑡𝑧) = −𝛼𝑧 (1 − 𝑝𝑡𝑧)𝛾 log(𝑝𝑡𝑧) (3)

In this loss function, if the voxel 𝑧 is occupied, 𝑝𝑡𝑧 and 𝛼𝑧 are
defined as 𝑝𝑧 (reconstructed voxel probability) and 𝛼 , respectively.

Otherwise, they are defined as 1 − 𝑝𝑧 and 1 − 𝛼 . The parameters 𝛼
and 𝛾 are hyperparameters of the model training.

2.4 Look-Up Tables
This solution creates a hierarchical tree-like dictionary, named
Look-Up Table (LUT), which maps the occupancy relationships
between downsampled geometries (𝑉𝑑 ) and its originating coun-
terparts (𝑉 ) [12]. The method performs a second downsampling
step taking 𝑉𝑑 as input geometry, and a fractional scale factor 𝑠 ,
resulting in the parent geometry 𝑉𝑑2 . Then, the child occupancy
for each parent voxel, 𝜎 (𝑣𝑑2 (𝑘)), may be defined and stored in the
LUT. The neighborhood configuration 𝜑𝑀 (𝑣𝑑2 (𝑘)), where 𝑀 de-
fined a 𝑀3 cude around 𝑣𝑑2 (𝑘) is also stored in the LUT. Using a
fractional scale avoids dealing with irregular grids. However, the
resulting downsampled geometries may then have different con-
figurations/classifications, because each coordinate (x,y,z) in 𝑉𝑑
could be uniparous or multiparous, according to the number of
corresponding children. The LUT will have𝑚 entries, one for each
possible geometry configuration, that estimates the most likely
child occupancy for the neighborhood 𝜑𝑀 (𝑚):

𝜎 (𝑚) = 𝐸{𝜎 (𝑣𝑑2 (𝑘)) | 𝜑𝑀 (𝑚)} (4)

The upsampling stage to obtain a resolved point cloud (𝑉𝑠𝑟 ) first
applies the nearest-neighbor interpolation to find all the possible
child nodes of the input point cloud 𝑉𝑑 . The resulting geometry is
carved to obtain 𝑉𝑠𝑟 following the respective LUT entries, i.e., for
the corresponding 𝜑𝑀 , to know what points to remove. Color inter-
polation for the resolved point cloud takes the weighted average of
the adjacent neighbors, whose weights are scale-dependent.

2.5 Geometry Point Cloud Compression
The Geometry Point Cloud Compression (G-PCC) codec is one of
the normalized MPEG point cloud codecs [30], and is used as an
anchor in this study. Geometry encoding in G-PCC may follow
one of two methods of point cloud compression, notably the octree
based method, and the trisoup method, which is based on surface
reconstruction using triangular primitives, after octree decomposi-
tion. For this study, only the octree method was considered as it
usually presents a more stable behaviour, and the performance of
both methods is not significantly different, as shown in [35].

The G-PCC loss is controlled by the positionQuantizationScale
(pQs) parameter, that controls the number of divisions of the octree,
from the root to each leaf node, leading to a regular downsampling
of the input point clouds. Geometry is first encoded using the octree
method, and then decoded to define the shape over which the color
will lie. The color attributes are assigned to output points through a
re-colouring step, which uses the color values of the original model.
G-PCC uses one of two different approaches to encode the color
information, namely RAHT [13], based on the 3D Haar transform,
and Prediction-plus-Lifting [4], based on prediction of a color value
from its neighbours. For this study, only the Prediction-plus-Lifting
method was considered, as it was shown in [7] that users tend to
prefer the Lifting codec over RAHT. It uses a QP parameter that
controls the losses on the texture information. The point clouds
were encoded with the parameters shown in table 1.
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Table 1: G-PCC encoding parameters.

Rate R01 R02 R03 R04 R05
QP 46 40 34 28 22
pQS 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.875 0.9375

3 DATA SELECTION AND PREPARATION
A set of six point clouds available at JPEG Pleno database1 was se-
lected, depicting three objects and three landscapes. The objects are
the Romanoillamp from Univ. of Sao Paulo Database2, the Guanyin
from the EPFL dataset, and frame 1300 of the Longdress dynamic
point cloud. The point clouds Citiusp, IpanemaCut and Ramos, from
Univ. of Sao Paulo Database were selected. Figure 1 represents the
chosen point clouds.

Prior to the test, the point clouds were voxelized [1, 5] by quantiz-
ing the coordinates of the models and blending the colors of points
in the same voxel. A voxel depth of 10 was empirically chosen, to
ensure that each point could be represented by one pixel of the 4K
display used for evaluation, and used for all the point clouds in the
subjective test dataset.

Regarding video preparation, several point cloud views were
captured using PCLVisualizer [42], each representing a 1◦ rotation.
A complete rotation about the vertical axis was depicted, and the
full sequence was rendered at 30 fps, thus resulting in 12 second
videos. These video sequences were created with FFMPEG 3, using
the H.264 codec[18].

The Constant Rate Factor (CRF) and 𝑞 parameters were set to 0,
so that no compression was applied. Furthermore, to prevent any
RGB to YUV colorspace conversion the libx264rgb option was
also used. In some cases, the point size was changed to provide
an improved visual representation (Table 2), maintaining surfaces
continuous as much as possible. If transparency appears in the
point cloud, the subjects would likely see the opposite part of the
point cloud, leading to a very bad quality perception [6, 11].

The machine learning-based codecs used in this study only en-
code geometry information. Thus, to prepare the distorted contents
for the subjective evaluation, the color information of the reference
point clouds was mapped onto the corresponding distorted point
cloud usingMeshlab 4. Texture is very important in the definition of
the perceived quality. It was also observed for the definition of per-
ceived quality, to balance the quality of texture with the quality of
the geometry. Because of that, the point clouds were encoded with
G-PCC using the lossless-geometry-lossy-atts mode.
For each rate in the subjective test (R01-R05), the QP value is set to
the corresponding value in table 1, with a fixed pQs value of 1.

4 SUBJECTIVE QUALITY EVALUATION
A total of 20 participants were involved in the subjective study,
with ages between 18 and 58 (24.7±8.3), from which 15 were male
and 5 were female. The subjective test setup used a 31.1 inch Eizo
ColorEdge CG318-4K, with a full resolution of 4096x2160, and fol-
lowed the specifications in [9]. During the test, each participant
1http://plenodb.jpeg.org/pc/8ilabs
2http://uspaulopc.di.ubi.pt
3https://ffmpeg.org/
4https://www.meshlab.net/

was shown a randomized sequence of videos containing both the
quality reference and a distorted version, side by side. To avoid
biases, half of the subjects were shown videos with the reference
on the right and the distorted content on the left, and the other half
vice-versa. A Double Stimulus Impairment Scale was used, with
the subjects being prompted to evaluate the quality of the distorted
point cloud, in comparison to the provided reference, according to
a five-level rating scale (1 - very annoying, 2 - slightly annoying,
3 - annoying, 4 - perceptible, but not annoying, 5 - imperceptible).
After the subjective test, the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) for every
content was computed, by taking the average of their obtained
scores. The coding bit rates, measured in bits per point (bpp), were
computed as 𝑏𝑝𝑝 = 𝑛_𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠𝑑/𝑛_𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑜 , where 𝑛_𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠𝑑 is the num-
ber of bits of a distorted content, and 𝑛_𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑜 is the number of
points of the original point cloud.

Five quality levels were considered for each codec-content pair
(Table 2), giving a total of 150 videos. Moreover, hidden reference-
reference pairs for every content were also included in the test
sequence, raising the final total to 156 videos. Distorted versions of
the same content were never shown back to back. Before the proper
subjective test, subjects were shown a training sequence with eight
videos, to become familiarized with the distortion artifacts typically
created by the codecs. These included four degradation levels for
two different point clouds, namely Airplane (after conversion from
a mesh) from the PointNet Database, and Villalobospark, both from
the University of São Paulo dataset.

Figure 2 shows the MOS obtained in the subjective tests plotted
against the respective coding bit rates (bpp), for each point cloud in
the test dataset. Although the opinion scores do not have a gaussian
distribution, the 95% Confidence Interval (CI) was computed, assum-
ing a Student’s t-distribution. The horizontal green line at the top
of each plot refers to the MOS for the hidden references, whereas
the green bar around it represents its 95% CI. The vertical black
bar at the right side of each plot, represents the lossless encoding
with G-PCC. This was computed to assure that the tested bit rates
were not greater than the lossless bit rate of G-PCC. It should be
noted here that G-PCC and LUT_SR were tested for similar bit rates,
allowing a more direct comparison. For learning-based codecs, i.e.,
ADLPCC, PCC_GEO_CNN, and PCGC, the resulting bit rates are
highly dependent on their training, thus the same was not possible.
Nevertheless, these are directly comparable within their selected
range of bit rates, and are simultaneously comparable to the higher
bit rates of G-PCC and LUT_SR.

None of the learning-based codecs, was able to reach the perfor-
mance of the anchor G-PCC. Globally, all three codecs showed a
very similar performance, regardless of the content, with only a
few exceptions. PCGC only reaches a MOS similar to the reference
for the IpanemaCut (R04 and R05) and the Guanyin (R05) point
clouds. However, it seems to have a slighty better performance for
low bit rates than ADLPCC and PCC_GEO_CNN for some content,
namely Longdress, Guanyin, and IpanemaCut. The Romanoillamp
point cloud is an outlier to the general behavior. PCGC performed
quite poorly for the Romanoillamp point cloud, as the MOS never
reached 3 for any bit rate, which may be related to a lack of suitable
data in the training set. Excerpts of the resulting coded point cloud
may be seen in Figure 6. In the case of ADLPCC, the Ramos point
cloud even reveals a strange behavior, where the higher bit rate
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(a) Longdress (b) Guanyin (c) Romanoillamp (d) Citiusp (e) IpanemaCut (f) Ramos

Figure 1: Point Cloud test set.

(a) Longdress (b) Guanyin (c) Romanoillamp (d) Citiusp (e) IpanemaCut (f) Ramos

Figure 2: MOS vs bpp with 95% confidence interval considering both texture (encoded with G-PCC) and geometry.

(a) Longdress (b) Guanyin (c) Romanoillamp (d) Citiusp (e) IpanemaCut (f) Ramos

Figure 3: MOS vs bpp with 95% confidence interval considering the geometry information only.

(a) Longdress (b) Guanyin (c) Romanoillamp (d) Citiusp (e) IpanemaCut (f) Ramos

Figure 4: PCQM vs bpp.

(a) Longdress (b) Guanyin (c) Romanoillamp (d) Citiusp (e) IpanemaCut (f) Ramos

Figure 5: D1 vs bpp.
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Table 2: Point size of each point cloud for visualization in the subjective test.

ADLPCC PCC_GEO_CNN LUT_SR G-PCC PCGC

Content R01 R02 R03 R04 R05 R01 R02 R03 R04 R05 R01 R02 R03 R04 R05 R01 R02 R03 R04 R05 R01 R02 R03 R04 R05
Longdress 7 4 3 8 6 5 3 3 8 4 3 12 10 9 3
Guanyin 7 4 3 8 6 5 3 3 8 4 3 12 10 9 3
Romanoillamp 15 6 5 10 8 7 6 5 10 6 5 15 14 13 8 7
Citiusp 3 3 3 12 6 5 3 3
IpanemaCut 3 3 3 12 6 5 3 3
Ramos 3 3 3 12 6 4 3 3

results in very low performance. The reason can be observed in
Figure 7, where a significant part of the point cloud disappeared.
This might also be caused by a lack of suitable training data.

Fig. 3 shows the plots of the MOS obtained as a function of the bit
rate of the geometry only, without the texture influence. This plots
are important because the tested machine learning-based codecs
only encode the geometry.

Apart the PCC_GEO_CNN codec, in general all the encoders
lead to a better MOS than the anchor G-PCC, when considering
the geometry only. Their performance only becomes worst when
the texture is added. In particular, the codec LUT_SR successfully
improved the performance of G-PCC on geometry, but that im-
provement is lost when the texture is added.

Another unusual behaviour was observed for the higher bit rate
of ADLPCC (R05), which yielded a very low perceived quality for the
Ramos point cloud, following a MOS above 4 with R04. This might
also be caused by a lack of appropriate training data. An excerpt
of the resulting coded point may be seen in Figure 7. ADLPCC
also revealed some blocking artifacts, due to its initial point cloud
partition, that may have further influenced its scores.

As shown in Table 2, for the content representing landscapes,
only G-PCC required as increase of the point size for the lower
bit rates. All other codecs kept a good integrity of the surfaces in
visualization using the standard point size, without a major decay in
the experienced quality. In the case of content representing objects,
most codecs required adjustment, especially in lower bit rates, with
the exception of LUT_SR. Fig. 6 and 8 represent an example for
PCGC and PCC_GEO_CNN.

5 OBJECTIVE QUALITY EVALUATION
Subjective quality assessment provides a ground truth for the vali-
dation of objective quality metrics, in the presence of the distortions
produced by these codecs. In this paper, the performance of a se-
lected set of objective quality metrics are described, notably the
D1 and D2 metrics [48], Point cloud Structural Similarity metric
(PSSIM) using color attributes and the covariance estimator [5],
Point 2 Distribution metric [23, 25], Point Cloud Metric - Reduced
Reference (PCM-RR) [49], and Point Cloud Quality Metric (PCQM)
[32], by correlating their predicted MOS with the subjective MOS.
The metrics selection is based on past experiences.

The MOS predictions of a given metric were computed after lo-
gistic regression on the objective scores, as is commonly done when
benchmarking objective metrics [19, 33]. Then, the Pearson Cor-
relation Coefficient (PCC), the Spearman Rank Order Correlation
Coefficient (SROCC), the Root-Mean Squared Error (RMSE), and

(a) R01 (b) R03 (c) R05

Figure 6: Romanoillamp encoded with PCGC.

(a) R01 (b) R03 (c) R05

Figure 7: Ramos encoded with ADLPCC (crop).

(a) R01 (b) R03 (c) R05

Figure 8: IpanemaCut encoded with PCC_GEO_CNN (crop).

the Outlier Ratio (OR) were computed to measure the correlation,
as specified in [33]. The Cloud Compare Quadric Fitting with a
radius of 5 [8] was used to compute the normals [21] in the cases it
was needed.

Table 3 shows the correlation outcomes of each metric, either
for the entire dataset (Global) or by type of content (Landscapes or
Objects). PCQM achieved the best results by a large margin, PCC
= 0.911 and SROCC = 0.912 when considering the entire test set.
It was the only metric reaching correlation coefficients above 0.9,
even when considering types of content separately (PCC/SROCC of
0.932/0.928, and 0.910/0.906, for landscapes and objects, respec-
tively). PSSIM and Point 2 Distribution provided the next best
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Table 3: Correlation of the objective metrics with the subjective MOS. Results under Global refer to the MOS for all codecs and
content types, while results under Landscapes and Objects refer to each content type separately.

Global Landscapes Objects

Metric PCC SROCC RMSE OR PCC SROCC RMSE OR PCC SROCC RMSE OR

PCQM 0.911 0.912 0.127 0.547 0.932 0.928 0.114 0.140 0.910 0.906 0.124 0.570
D1 MSE PSNR 0.820 0.797 0.175 0.780 0.843 0.841 0.165 0.600 0.822 0.783 0.171 0.660
D2 MSE PSNR 0.824 0.801 0.173 0.787 0.835 0.829 0.169 0.560 0.817 0.784 0.173 0.750
Point 2 Distribution 0.853 0.847 0.160 0.673 0.864 0.851 0.155 0.520 0.850 0.849 0.159 0.570
PSSIM 0.855 0.858 0.159 0.687 0.836 0.831 0.169 0.560 0.862 0.867 0.152 0.620
PCM-RR 0.831 0.834 0.171 0.855 0.887 0.885 0.142 0.440 0.814 0.826 0.175 0.750

Table 4: Correlation of the objective metrics with the subjective MOS for each codec.

ADLPCC PCC_GEO_CNN LUT_SR G-PCC PCGC

Metric PCC SROCC RMSE OR PCC SROCC RMSE OR PCC SROCC RMSE OR PCC SROCC RMSE OR PCC SROCC RMSE OR

PCQM 0.854 0.843 0.146 0.300 0.798 0.774 0.141 0.767 0.950 0.895 0.075 0.200 0.984 0.956 0.063 0.100 0.889 0.874 0.147 0.233
D1 MSE PSNR 0.788 0.763 0.173 0.533 0.683 0.644 0.171 0.633 0.939 0.850 0.083 0.267 0.984 0.938 0.064 0.100 0.915 0.899 0.128 0.300
D2 MSE PSNR 0.826 0.814 0.159 0.367 0.819 0.820 0.134 0.433 0.946 0.850 0.079 0.017 0.980 0.941 0.071 0.100 0.834 0.817 0.716 0.400
Point 2 Distribution 0.894 0.903 0.126 0.233 0.925 0.927 0.088 0.267 0.950 0.903 0.075 0.167 0.758 0.660 0.240 0.400 0.933 0.925 0.114 0.233
PSSIM 0.869 0.875 0.139 0.300 0.906 0.908 0.099 0.300 0.915 0.876 0.097 0.167 0.935 0.929 0.127 0.200 0.907 0.896 0.135 0.300
PCM-RR 0.753 0.784 0.185 0.533 0.719 0.707 0.163 0.533 0.807 0.803 0.142 0.433 0.967 0.938 0.091 0.133 0.934 0.917 0.113 0.300

performances, and quite similar between them, considering the
entire test set, with PCC/SROCC of 0.855/0.858, and 0.853/0.847,
respectively.

When considering the correlations using only point clouds of
landscapes, PCM-RR shows an improvement of its performance,
reaching a PCC of 0.887 and SROCC of 0.885, which makes it the
second best metric for landscape point clouds. Indeed, the same
occurred with D1 and D2, albeit on a smaller scale, as these per-
formed better with point clouds of landscapes. In the case of objects,
D1 and D2 (PCC of 0.822 and 0.817) yielded similar PCC values to
PCM-RR (0.814). However, their rank correlation coefficient even
dropped below 0.8 (SROCC of 0.783 and 0.784).

Table 4 shows the performance of the objective metrics for each
codec, while Fig. 9 presents the corresponding normalized objec-
tive metric vs. normalized MOS plots. For machine learning-based
codecs i.e., ADLPCC, PCC_GEO_CNN, and PCGC, Point 2 Distribu-
tion is consistently the best performing metric, with PCC/SROCC
of 0.894/0.903, 0.925/0.927, and 0.933/0.925, respectively. Interest-
ingly, PCM-RR, which had a poor performance for ADLPCC and
PCC_GEO_CNN, similar to Point 2 Distribution for PCGC, obtain-
ing PCC = 0.934 and SROCC = 0.917. PSSIM held the second best
performance for ADLPCC and PCC_GEO_CNN, and also achieved
a good performance for PCGC. PCQM and D1 also had reasonable
performances with PCGC.

Point 2 Distribution was again the best metric for LUT_SR
(PCC/SROCC = 0.950/0.903), close to PCQM (PCC/SROCC = 0.950/
0.895). However, it was the worst performing metric for the G-PCC
anchor codec, with a PCC below 0.8. As was expected, PCQM, D1
and D2 performed well with G-PCC, always reaching coefficients
above 0.9.

Figure 4 and 5 show the PCQM [32] and D1 metric [47] perfor-
mances, respectively, plotted against the coding bit rates, for each
point cloud on the dataset. Figure 4 show the geometry plus texture
bitrates, as this metric considers both geometry and color.

Figure 4 shows the GPCC codec obtains the best results. The
ADLPCC seems to perform the best different between deep learning
coding solutions. However, PCGC seems to perform better in the
low bit rates. Moreover, PCQM does not reveal the bad behavior of
the ADLPCC for Ramos point cloud.

Figure 5 does not use texture information. As such, the plots
show the geometry bitrates only. This metric reveals different per-
formance for the different codecs. Although this metric reveals to
be quite reliable for the analysis of some individual codecs, it can
not be used to compare different coding solutions.

6 CONCLUSIONS
A study on the performance of static point clouds machine learning-
based codecs was reported, notably, ADLPCC, PCC_GEO_CNN,
and PCGC. This new generation of point cloud codecs is seen as a
possible way to provide efficient compression beyond state-of-the-
art codecs. Moreover, a very recent coding framework, based on
self-similarities across different resolution’s, i.e., LUT_SR was also
tested. The G-PCC codec was also used as anchor.

From the presented subjective study, it can be concluded that
most of the machine learning-based codecs have very similar per-
formances. The PCGC seems to have some advantage in the lower
bit rates, but it performs worst in the higher bit rates. Furthermore,
they are more efficient than G-PCC in representing the geometry,
with the exception of the PCC_GEO_CNN.

As texture is very important in any subjective evaluation, we
made the option of encoding texture with G-PCC, keeping the same
attribute quality parameter, as it is typically done with G-PCC.
When the texture is incorporated, the anchor G-PCC has a much
better performance than the other codecs. This indicates that coding
solutions incorporating texture are also required for the future.

The tested machine learning-based codecs tend to create sur-
face regions without points, which seem to produce a very strong
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(a) PCQM (b) D1 MSE PSNR

(c) D2 MSE PSNR (d) Point 2 Distribution

(e) PSSIM (f) PCM-RR

Figure 9: Objective metric vs. MOS plots, with logistic regres-
sion curves (global and for each codec).

bad quality perception. This was specially noted in the Romanoil-
lamp point cloud, encoded with PCGC and the Ramos point cloud,
encoded with ADLPCC.

Regarding the objective quality evaluation, it was observed that
the tested metrics have some problems in predicting the perceived
quality of point clouds encodedwithmachine learning-based codecs.
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